The name "silicon" was coined in 1831 by the Scottish chemist and mineralogist Thomas Thomson (1773 Thomson ( -1852 whose writings contributed to the acceptance of Dalton's atomic theory. Like Smithson, Thomson has a mineral, thomsonite, named in his honor. He felt that silicon had more in common with non-metals such as boron and carbon than it had with the numerous metals whose names end in "ium" (There were 26 such elements known to science in 1831, if you include aluminium rather than aluminum). Silicon is now generally recognized as a metalloid or semi-metal having characteristics of both metals and nonmetals so either version of the name would be acceptable or not depending on your point of view. Perhaps another different ending could be adopted to avoid choosing sides in this dualistic debate. Silicoid and siliconia come to mind as possibilities. The former is not as euphonious to my ear as the latter, but siliconia is probably a non-starter because of its potential mis-identification as an oxide rather than an element. In any event, both names are already claimed by others in entirely different contexts. My investigation on the web revealed that silicoid is an intriguing class of aliens. Siliconia, on the other hand, appears to be a collection of geographical regions.
The Silicoids (also known as The Swarm or Space Bees) turn out to be a silicon-based warrior race that is a major power in the Orion Sector. By virtue of their chemical constitution they are immune to pollution and hostile environments. Some commentators feel they are not really alive, but rather are drones gone wild. As for siliconia, the site tbtf.com/siliconia. html purports to be the definitive collection of names containing "silicon" in areas outside of Silicon Valley. Examples include: Cwm Silicon (Newport, South Wales), Silicon Alps (Carinthia, Austria), Silicon Bog (Ireland), Silicon Fen
